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About Us
We provide specialist market intelligence covering the legal and 
commercial sectors
Since 1919 our customers have relied on our legal intelligence to conduct thorough and 
accurate research, attract more clients and protect their business interests. Written by 
leading industry practitioners and academics across maritime and commercial practice, 
we provide legal professionals with the most accurate and reliable information available.

Bringing you specialist commentary, discussion and practical analysis alongside an archive 
of case reports, we also deliver the news, policy and legislative changes that affect you, 
your business and your clients. Online access is provided with all services, enabling you to 
discover the latest information and archives.
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Customer Success
By your side every step of the way with dedicated client support

Our services are easy to use, and we can also provide individual or group training to ensure 
you are fully confident online. As a specialist provider we offer tailored demonstrations, using 
worked examples from the areas of practice most relevant to you. 

You’ll also have a dedicated Customer Success representative who is on hand to answer any of 
your queries, with teams based in the UK, US and Singapore. 

As a subscriber to our products, you will receive regular contact from your account manager 
to discuss your training needs and gather any feedback on the services you have. You will also 
receive helpful hints and tips emails providing easy-to-follow instructions on using the many 
tools and functions available to you.
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i-law.com
Intuitive research tools to deliver the information you 
need quickly and accurately.

i-law.com delivers expert case reporting, commentary and analysis across 
seven specialist areas of commercial practice. Our industry expertise 
means we don’t just provide you with the information: our analysis 
tells you what it means for you, your clients and your business. And 
connected content and powerful search functionality gives you the broad 
perspective you need when conducting legal research.

With i-law.com you’ll find a range of user-friendly online 
tools that work seamlessly together:
u  Powerful search functionality to quickly refine results, including highly 

specialised filters such as vessel or judge name
u   Easy-to-browse menus of content, including cover images and 

publication details so you can find titles at a glance
u  Research tools to make it quick to find, share and use research — set 

up email alerts, create folders and quickly revisit previously accessed 
content 

u  Print equivalent PDFs — essential for saving you time creating court 
bundles

u  Archive content from law reports dating back to 1919 through to 
previous editions of key books
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Our collection of legal resources
We offer hundreds of periodical and archive resources providing in depth information to support your research and keep you abreast of the latest 
developments across several specialist areas of law.

Maritime
u Lloyd’s Law Reports
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
u Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
u Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly: The 

Bound Volume Series
u Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
u Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports
u Maritime Risk International
u Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law
u The Ratification of Maritime Conventions

Construction
u Building Law Reports
u Building Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
u International Construction Law Review
u International Construction Law Review: The Bound 

Volume Series
u Building Law Monthly
u Construction Industry Law Letter

Dispute Resolution
u Arbitration Law Monthly
u Arbitration Law

Financial Crime
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime
u Fraud Intelligence
u Compliance Monitor
u Money Laundering Bulletin
u Financial Regulation International

Insurance & Reinsurance
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance
u Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance: The Bound 

Volume Series
u Insurance Law Monthly
u Liability Risk & Insurance
u The Law of Insurance Contracts
u Professional Negligence and Liability
u Insurance Broking Practice and the Law

Competition 
u Competition Law Insight

Medical
u Medical Law Reports
u Medical Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
u Personal Injury Compensation

Tax & Finance
u Farm Tax Brief
u Trusts & Estates
u World Accounting Report

i-law also includes over 130 highly specialised reference 
books including Time Charters, Voyage Charters, Laytime and 
Demurrage and Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments.
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Maritime & Commercial
With the Lloyd’s Law Reports archive containing over 18,500 cases dating back to 1919, 
essential books, looseleaf and journal titles the collection delivers unparalleled case reporting, 
commentary and analysis for the maritime sectors. Included in our service is the weekly 
Lloyd’s Law Reporter, which provides early analysis of new decisions from the courts; and 
expanded coverage from overseas jurisdictions. 

Key benefits
u	Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent 

alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having 
access to the historical precedents and analysis you need

u	Focused coverage on maritime and commercial law means that you no longer have to 
trawl through irrelevant information to find the case report, comment or analysis you need

u	Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases, 
analysis and commentary that are relevant to you

u	Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, 
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly

u	Cases reporting includes verbatim judgments that can be cited in court to support 
your argument

For more information please contact Customer Success customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com  
UK Customer Success: +44 20 8052 0560 APAC Customer Success: +65 6973 3570  
Americas Customer Success: +1 212 600 3460
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Hardcopy

Lloyd’s Law Reports
Lloyd’s Law Reports contains a 
comprehensive archive of over 18,500 
maritime and commercial cases from the 
UK and other foreign jurisdictions dating 
back to 1919. This unparalleled archive is 
added to continually with high frequency, 
fast reporting of legal decisions from our Lloyd’s Law 
Reporter service, and includes our Plus series of online-
early and online-only judgments. Each case report 
contains unique summary headnotes and keywords 
providing you with a clear overview of the case and its 
implications alongside the full verbatim judgment which 
can be cited in court.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of over 18,500 cases 

dating back to 1919 via i-law.com
u	Lloyd’s Law Reporter service to alert you to the latest 

decisions from the courts
u	Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus containing online-early and 

online-only judgments
u Expertly curated case reports published fortnightly
u	Twice yearly bound volumes providing a permanent 

hardcopy archive of all cases published over a six-
month period

u	Annual Citator containing all judgments reported in 
the maritime and commercial, insurance, financial 
crime and building law report series

The Lloyd’s Law Reports service is relied upon by industry 
and legal professionals around the globe to provide the 
case reporting they need to protect their interests.

Lloyd’s Law Reports: 
The Bound Volume 
Series
Lloyd’s Law Reports bound 
volumes are essential for 
anyone practising in maritime and commercial law. 

The volumes provide you with all of the key cases 
reported, going back to 1919.

Summary headnotes provide a clear overview of the case 
and its implications, and because it’s written by practising 
legal professionals, you can be confident each volume 
includes the key cases you need, reviewed by trusted, 
expert, industry editors.

The Lloyd’s Law Reports bound volumes also offer you 
a global perspective, covering the most significant 
cases from key foreign jurisdictions, as well as from the 
United Kingdom.

Make sure your legal library is complete
All case reports include the full verbatim judgment, 
enabling you to cite them in court. So you have, at your 
fingertips, the reporting you need when advising your 
clients and building your cases. Each bound volume 
consolidates all case reports over a six-month period.

Maritime

Hardcopyi-law

Editors: Michael Daiches, Barrister, and Professor Robert Merkin QC
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Contents Court Page

C Ltd v D and Another [QBD (Comm Ct)] 119
[Henshaw J]

Arbitration/Application for removal of arbitrator/Arbitrator 
resigning for other reasons before judgment/Whether costs order 
should be made against arbitrator/Whether there were serious 
doubts as to impartiality/Arbitration Act 1996, sections 24 and 29/
Civil Procedure Rules, Part 44

Grand Fortune, The [QBD (Comm Ct)] 105
[HHJ Pelling QC (Sitting as a Judge of the High Court)]

Arbitration/Jurisdiction/Sub-charter evidenced by fi xture recap 
incorporating terms of head charterparty/Disponent owner not 
identifi ed in recap/Arbitration commenced by assignee of head 
charterer claiming payment of hire against sub-charterer/Whether 
valid arbitration agreement/Sub-charterer disputing identity of 
disponent owner/Whether arbitration tribunal lacked jurisdiction

Southern Explorer, The [QBD (Comm Ct)] 137
[Henshaw J]

Anti-suit injunction/Senior Courts Act 1981, section 37/Undertaking 
given by defendant not to pursue proceedings in Brazil/Whether 
claimant had delayed in seeking anti-suit relief

Tiger Shanghai, The [QBD (Comm Ct)] 153
[Cockerill J]

Charterparty (Time)/Time-bar/Charterers bringing arbitration 
proceedings against owners for breach of charterparty/
Charterparty providing that all claims shall be extinguished unless 
notifi ed in writing and accompanied by all available supporting 
documents within 12 months from completion of charter/
Charterers making timeous claim but subsequently relying on 
survey report sent with claim letter/Whether claim time-barred

Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus: available on www.i-law.com
Our enhanced service on www.i-law.com includes cases that are not yet published in the printed versions of Lloyd’s Law 
Reports. The Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus cases are available to i-law subscribers. The following case reports will be listed 
on i-law.com.

Enka Insaat ve Sanayi AS v OOO “Insurance Company Chubb” and Others [CA]
[Flaux, Males and Popplewell LJJ]

Arbitration/Anti-suit injunction/Dispute as to scope of arbitration 
clause/Proceedings brought in Russian courts/Law applicable to 
arbitration clause/Criteria for grant of anti-suit injunction/Senior 
Courts Act 1981, section 37

Times Trading Corporation v National Bank of Fujairah (Dubai Branch) [QBD (Comm Ct)]
[Cockerill J]

Arbitration/Anti-suit injunction/Criteria for grant of injunction/
Quasi-judicial injunctions/Relevance of contractual time bar/
Discretion/Whether condition should be imposed relating to time 
bar – Senior Courts Act 1981, section 37/Arbitration Act 1996, 
section 12

Tricon Energy Ltd v MTM Trading LLC  [QBD (Comm Ct)]
[Robin Knowles J]

Charterparty (voyage)/Demurrage/Time bar for submitting 
demurrage claims/Meaning of “all supporting documents”/
Whether bills of lading to be submitted
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Lloyd’s Maritime and  
Commercial Law Quarterly
Established in 1974, Lloyd’s Maritime 
and Commercial Law Quarterly is the 
leading journal dedicated to maritime and 
commercial issues. Its collection of cases 
and comment, articles and book reviews 
ensures shipping and legal professionals and academics 
have an up to date knowledge of the law and a clear 
understanding of the key issues.

The editor, Professor F D Rose, is assisted by a 
distinguished editorial board made up of leading 
maritime and commercial law specialists and a team of 
international correspondents

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of articles via i-law.com
u	Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary 

and analysis on international maritime and 
commercial law

u	Annual bound volume which provides a 
permanent archive of all articles published over a 
12-month period

u	International Maritime and Commercial Law 
Yearbook providing a complete review of all major 
developments in maritime and commercial law 
across the globe

The Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly 
service is relied upon by industry and legal professionals 
around the globe to provide the unparallelled 
commentary and expert analysis they need.

[2023] LMCLQ 177–354 Part 2, May 2023

CONTENTS
Case and comment
Overcoming force majeure by reasonable endeavours (MUR Shipping v RTI)

A view from Westbridge—Arbitrability in the Singapore Court of Appeal (Mittal v Westbridge)

The divine comity (SSAFA v Allgemeines Krankenhaus Viersen)

Cost of repairs of diminution in value: the role of intention (JSD v Tri-Line)

Conditional agreements and arbitration laws separability principle (The Newcastle Express)

Interest in the shape of damages for loss of use (Sagicor Bank Jamaica v Seaton)

The tort gateway: the missing jigsaw piece? (Employees Compensation 

Assistance Fund Board v Fong)

The aftermath of a Ponzi scheme (Stanford International Bank v HSBC Bank)

Articles
The construction of standard form shipping contracts PROFESSOR MARTIN DAVIES

Ship arrest in Northern Ireland: Is there still a question whether a charter 

by demise is capable of being a “benefi cial interest” in a ship? CRAIG DUNFORD KC

Confl ict of jurisdiction between the UK and China and enforcement of arbitral awards 

and judgments DR LIANG ZHAO AND PROFESSOR ZHEN JING

Unjust enrichment review
Transactional avoidance in insolvency and change of position PROFESSOR ANDREW KEAY

Unjust enrichment in Canada PROFESSOR MITCHELL MCINNES
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Hardcopy

Lloyd’s Maritime 
and Commercial Law 
Quarterly: The Bound 
Volume Series
Lloyd’s Maritime and 
Commercial Law Quarterly is the leading journal 
dedicated to maritime and commercial issues. The 
archive contains smartly-bound volumes going back to 
1974, and is an essential addition to any legal library.

Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly 
is edited by Professor F D Rose and also has a 
distinguished editorial board and a team of international 
correspondents, whose expertise provides comprehensive 
case commentary and articles to ensure you have instant 
access to the information you need in a single source.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Make sure you have access to the commentary and 
analysis you need. Each bound volume consolidates all 
content over a 12-month period.

Maritime

Hardcopyi-law

Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter compiles 
succinct summaries of recent court 
decisions and arbitrations from around 
the world to give our subscribers a truly 
global perspective. Through our exclusive 
agreement with the London Maritime 
Arbitrators Association to publish details of selected 
London arbitrations we are able to give our customers 
access to valuable information which cannot be 
found anywhere else. Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter 
additionally delivers exclusive commentaries and text of 
arbitral decisions from Singapore, in association with the 
Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration.

Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter delivers topical, timely, 
comprehensive and expert commentary on maritime 
cases and arbitrations giving you the focused coverage 
you need when conducting legal research or keeping up 
to date with developments in your industry.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of over 1,000 issues of 

international maritime cases and arbitrations dating 
back to 1979

u Fortnightly issues delivered with a cumulative index

EDITED BY MICHAEL DAICHES, BARRISTER

Lloyd’s is the registered trade mark of the Society incorporated by the Lloyd’s Act 1871 by the name of Lloyd’s

Follow us on lmln.com and i-law.com

www.lmln.com

(2020) 1063 LMLN 1

Carriage of goods by sea – Bill of lading incorporating terms 
of charterparty – Carrier claiming demurrage following 
delays at discharge port – Charterer in insolvent liquidation 
– Defendant bank and cargo receivers becoming subject to
liabilities under contract of carriage pursuant to COGSA –
Whether implied term of contract of carriage that defendants 
would discharge and deliver cargo with reasonable time

Sea Master Shipping Inc v Arab Bank (Switzerland) Ltd and Another 
(The “Sea Master”) – QBD (Comm Ct) (HHJ Pelling QC, sitting as a 
Judge of the High Court) [2020] EWHC 2030 (Comm) – 28 July 2020 

The claimants (the owners) were the assignees of the registered 
owners of the vessel Sea Master who chartered her to Agribusiness 
United DMCC (the charterer) by a voyage charter on the Norgrain 
89 form. The contract of carriage was contained in or evidenced by 
a bill of lading dated 7 November 2016, which incorporated all the 
“terms, conditions, liberties and exceptions” of the voyage charter. 

The first defendant (the bank) was involved in financing the cargo. 
The second defendant (the receivers) took delivery of the cargo.

Disputes arose following delays at the discharge port, and 
were referred to arbitration. The owners claimed demurrage or 
damages in lieu of demurrage. 

The charterer was in insolvent liquidation and unable to meet 
any of its obligations under the voyage charter. 

The arbitration tribunal directed the hearing of preliminary issues 
on the assumption that both defendants became subject to the 
same liabilities under the contract of carriage pursuant to section 
3(1) of COGSA 1992 as if they had been a party to that contract. 
The questions of law for determination as preliminary issues were: 

“1. As a matter of contractual construction are the following 
liable for discharge port demurrage under the contract of 
carriage:

1.1 The Bank?
1.2 The Receivers?

2. If answer to 1.1 or 1.2 is no, was it an implied term of the 
contract of carriage, sounding in damages for delay for the
owners, that the bank and/or the receivers would:

2.1 Take all necessary steps to enable the cargo to be 
discharged and delivered within a reasonable time; and/or
2.2 Discharge the cargo within a reasonable time?”

The implied term referred to at 2.1 above was referred to as the 
“First Implied Term” and that referred to at 2.2 as the “Second 
Implied Term”.

The tribunal answered Questions 1.1 and 1.2 in the negative, 
on the basis that the laytime and demurrage provisions in 
the voyage charter had the effect that the charterers had the 
exclusive responsibility for paying demurrage; and the general 
incorporation clause in the bill of lading had the effect that the 

same result applied in the context of the bill of lading, so that 
demurrage was payable by the charterer, Agribusiness, not by 
the bank or the receivers.

There was no appeal from that conclusion.
The tribunal answered Question 2 in the negative, and it was 

from that conclusion that the owners appealed. 
It was common ground that the effect of the incorporation clause 

in the bill of lading was to incorporate into the contract of carriage 
the terms of the voyage charter in so far as they were appropriate 
and relevant, and subject to the legal principles set out in The 
Miramar [1984] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 129 and subsequent authorities.

The voyage charter was a recapitulation of an earlier 
charterparty relating to another vessel, Sea Honest. The voyage 
charter and the Sea Honest charterparty provided:

“21.– LAYTIME TO COMMENCE AT ALL PORTS (LOADPORTS 
AND DISPORTS) NEXT WD AT 8AM. TIME NOT REVERSIBLE. 
FRESH NOR TO BE TENDERED AT ALL PORTS BENDS AND 
NOR WILL BE ACCEPTED ONLY UPON VSL PASSING LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES INSPECTIONS.
…
23.– DEMURRAGE USD 8,750 pdpr/HALF DESPATCH 
WORKING TIME SAVED BOTH ENDS DEMURRAGE/DISPATCH 
IF ANY TO BE SETTLED 35 DAYS AFTER SUBMISSION OF 
DOCUMENTATION AND OWNS/CHRTRS INVOICE.
…
36.– OWISE AS PER EXECUTED CP OF MV SEA HONEST AND 
BLW CP DTLS AS AGREED.”

The Sea Honest charterparty provided:
“10.(a) Cost of loading and discharging
…
Cargo is to be discharged free of expense to the vessel …
11. Stevedores at Loading Port(s) and Discharging Port(s)
…
Stevedores at … discharging port(s) are to be appointed and 
paid for by Charterers/Receivers
In all cases, stevedores shall be deemed to be the servants 
of the Owners and shall work under the supervision of the 
Master.
…
Demurrage/Despatch
20. Demurrage at loading and/or discharge ports is to be paid 
at the rate of [blank] per day or pro rata for part of a day and 
shall be paid by Charterers in respect of loading port(s) and by 
Charterers/Receivers* in respect of discharge ports. Despatch 
money to be paid by Owners at half the demurrage rate of 
all working laytime saved at loading and/or discharging ports.
Any time lost for which Charterers/Receivers are responsible, 
which is not excepted under this Charterparty, shall count as 
laytime, until same has expired, thence time on demurrage.”

Held, that, dealing first with the Second Implied Term (Question 
2.2), the tribunal had concluded that the effect of clause 11 was 
that it was the owners who were responsible for discharging, 

28 August 2020 • LMLN 1063
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i-law

Chinese Maritime and 
Commercial Law Reports
i-law are the sole publishers of 
the English language edition of the Chinese Maritime and 
Commercial Law Reports.

The Reports contain key maritime and commercial cases 
selected for their importance and topicality. They provide 
guidance for lawyers when advising clients on cases or 
contracts for the region, with the Reports casting a light 
on enforceability in China. The Reports are beneficial for 
law firms with a presence in Asia, and those for whom 
China is a growing market. 

Additionally. our partnership with China Maritime 
Arbitration Commission enables us to bring you arbitral 
rulings that are important to the sector, to assist with 
understanding the issues in this key jurisdiction.

A subscription provides you with:
u	Full text English language translation of Chinese 

Court maritime and commercial judgments, Chinese 
Supreme Court replies, important legislation and 
decrees, judicial opinions, arbitral decisions and 
lectures from Chinese judiciary

u	Expert case selection and translation by Editors-in-Chief 
Professor Si Yuzhuo, Former President of Dalian Maritime 
University and Mr Philip Peng, Deputy-Chair, Maritime 
Law Committee of the Beijing Lawyers Association

u	Coverage of maritime law, international commercial 
arbitration, sale of goods, letters of credit, insurance 
claims, company and joint venture disputes, ship 
building, ship finance and anti-monopoly law issues

u	Access to an archive of case reports, important 
legislation and decrees and judicial opinions dating 
back to 2010
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Maritime

Maritime Risk International
Maritime Risk International provides you 
with detailed coverage of legal, technical 
and insurance issues facing the shipping 
industry to help you advise your clients 
and mitigate risk.

We ensure our readers are aware of the 
implications of key court decisions as well as providing 
the in-depth analysis and expert advice they need when 
making critical business decisions. Industry experts 
and an international editorial board deliver articles and 
analysis on topics including loss prevention, carriage of 
goods, salvage, ship security, pollution and maritime law.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of commentary and 

analysis on mutual insurance, loss prevention and 
claims management dating back to 2000

u	Regularly updated news and analysis
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year 

Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law
Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law ensures you 
are fully aware of developments which 
will have an impact on your business 
and the businesses of your clients. Our 
expert editors tell you what the latest 
developments mean for you in a concise 
and easily digestible format. Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law 
ensures you are always up to date with the latest factors 
affecting the rights and liabilities of the shipping and 
trade communities.

Covering a broad range of topics including damages, 
carriage of goods and persons, loss, damage and 
bills of lading we provide the practical guidance you 
need when advising your clients and making critical 
business decisions.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of case commentaries 

and analysis dating back to 2000
u	Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year

The Ratification of 
Maritime Conventions
An invaluable daily 
reference source, this clear 
and accurate looseleaf 
will help you to protect your fleet or that of your 
client. Published with the Institute of Maritime Law, 
University of Southampton, The Ratification of Maritime 
Conventions provides essential, unparalleled information 
for those responsible for ensuring vessels operate within 
international law.

The Ratification of Maritime 
Conventions contains:
u	All the conventions in one place – full text of all key 

international maritime conventions
u	Lists all states involved – details of all the ratifying 

states and approving countries are available for 
each convention

u	Clear subject headings – the text is broken down into 
numbered paragraphs with clear subject headings for 
easy reference. Each convention is grouped by subject 
area and is fully cross-referenced with detailed 
footnote annotation

Your subscription includes:
u Online access to the fully searchable text 
u Updated twice per year 
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Covid-19 – what about 
seafarers?
The world has never seen a pandemic as the one caused by Covid-19. Although 
often compared to the Spanish flu, the impact of Covid-19 can be said to be far 
greater. The virus has disrupted trade and had a severe impact on the shipping 
industry, affecting the work of nearly 2 million seafarers worldwide. The effect is 
particularly apparent within the cruise ship industry.

One of the things to be considered is that isolation on board a vessel is not 
the same as isolation at home. When the pandemic started it did not take long 
for cruise vessels to be targeted as a potential carrier of the disease. This is no 
surprise, since such vessels are difficult to disinfect thoroughly, and considering 
the large number of persons carried on board. Ports began refusing entry to 
vessels and the disembarking of persons on board. Cruises were cancelled due 
not only to the virus but also to the closure of borders. Nevertheless, most cruise 
vessels that were due to depart just a few days after the world started to shut 
down were already properly crewed. This led to seafarers being stranded on 
board vessels berthed in ports around the world. Many seafarers have found it 
difficult to cope with the challenging conditions and hardship of such isolation, 
and some have unfortunately taken their own lives.

Concerning merchant vessels, due to border control measures adopted by 
countries and the risk of contamination, companies found themselves unable 
to re-crew their vessels. Therefore companies, such as Maersk, opted to renew 
the contracts of the crew already on board. Although this option indeed sounds 
like the most sensible option under the circumstances, it left seafarers on board 
deprived of sufficient rest and contact with family. Moreover, due to the threat of 
contamination, many ports were refusing disembarkation and were limiting the 
hours of vessels at the port, which often made the acquisition of supplies difficult.

These situations raise questions relating to basic and essential seafarers’ 
rights, such as repatriation, medical care, fatigue, and even abandonment. The 
fact is that shipping companies found themselves in a difficult position once 
the closure of borders resulted in a lack of flights, and restrictive measures to 
contain the virus caused what might be called a “prohibition” for international 
seafarers from access to shore.

Shore leave is provided for in Regulation 2.4.2 of the Maritime Labour Convention 
(MLC). As the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) states, shore 
leave is not a “luxury”. Seafarers who spend weeks at sea should be provided 
with internet and telephone so they can contact their families, seek welfare, 
social or even psychological support if needed. Even before the pandemic, the 
ITF was advocating that seafarers should be entitled to more hours on shore. 
This has been proved essential to ensure the well-being of seafarers, especially 
in relation to mental health. Unfortunately, with Covid-19, access to shore leave 
can, for now, be said to be a luxury and, instead of spending fewer weeks or 

1. Covid-19 – what about 
seafarers? 

3. Case update
 Shanghai Shipyard Co Ltd v Reignwood 

International Investment (Group) Co 
Ltd [2020] EWHC 803 (Comm)

 Trafigura Maritime Logistics Pte Ltd v 
Clearlake Shipping Pte Ltd (The “Miracle 
Hope”) [2020] EWHC 995 (Comm); 
[2020] EWHC 1073 (Comm)

 The “Miracle Hope” [2020] SGHCR 3  
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Construction
Construction from i-law

We bring you case reporting, commentary and analysis on all areas of construction law 
including, adjudication, arbitration, contracts, costs, delay and disruption, insurance and 
procurement. Our flagship publications include Building Law Reports with a case archive 
going back to 1976 and in-depth articles covering a global range of topics from International 
Construction Law Review.

Key benefits
u	Combining large archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the 

latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having access to the 
historical precedents and analysis you need

u	Focused coverage on construction means that you no longer have to search through 
irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis

u	Connected content on i-law.com enables you to quickly and easily move between the 
cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you

u	Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, 
headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly

u	Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support 
your argument

For more information please contact Customer Success customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com  
UK Customer Success: +44 20 8052 0560 APAC Customer Success: +65 6973 3570  
Americas Customer Success: +1 212 600 3460
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Construction

Building Law Reports
Building Law Reports contains a vast 
archive of over 1,700 construction cases 
dating back to 1976. This unparalleled 
archive is added to continually with high 
frequency, fast reporting of legal decisions 
via our fortnightly Construction Law 
Reporter service and includes our Building Law Report Plus 
series of online-early judgments.

Building Law Reports provides:
u	Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing 

you with a clear overview of the case and its 
implications coupled with in-depth commentary  
and analysis

u	Expert editors who are embedded in construction law 
and practice, providing case selections from foreign 
jurisdictions as well as English law

u	Case reports that include full verbatim judgments 
which can be used in court to support your argument

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the archive of cases dating back 

to 1976
u	Construction Law Reporter service delivered via email 

to alert you to the latest decisions from the courts
u	Building Law Reports Plus providing online-first access 

to the latest judgments
u	Case reports delivered 10 times a year
u	Annual bound volumes providing a permanent archive 

of all cases published over a 12-month period

Building Law Reports:  
The Bound Volume 
Series
Building Law Reports is 
a powerful reference 
resource for all your construction law needs, providing 
you with full coverage of the most influential cases 
from the Technology and Construction Court, 
Court of Appeal, Supreme Court and other relevant 
jurisdictions worldwide.

Written by practising legal professionals, you can be 
confident every volume includes the key cases you need, 
reviewed by trusted, expert, industry editors. All case 
reports include the full judgment, enabling you to cite 
them in court, giving you the detailed insight you need to 
stay at the forefront of ever-changing construction law.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Each hardcopy volume contains full, verbatim 
judgments that can be cited in court, and will also help 
you to understand at once the judge’s decision and its 
implications for future (and previous) decisions. Each 
volume consolidates all of the cases reported within the 
year.

HardcopyHardcopyi-law

International Construction Law 
Review
International Construction Law Review 
is the leading authority on global 
construction law, with each issue 
examining important developments 
worldwide. A subscription gives you 
in-depth and incisive analysis by leading professionals, 
academics and lawyers on key developments in 
construction law around the globe. The analysis 
helps you identify the legal factors affecting your 
practice, and keep pace with the changing law across 
different jurisdictions.

With a distinguished editorial board and a team of 
worldwide correspondents, International Construction 
Law Review provides a truly global perspective. Their 
expertise ensures you have access to all of your 
international construction law needs in a single source.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the archive dating back to 2000
u	Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary 

and analysis on international construction law
u	Annual bound volume which provides a permanent 

archive of all articles published over a 12-month period

Hardcopyi-law
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Construction

Construction Industry Law Letter
Construction Industry Law Letter offers 
expert guidance on the latest legal 
developments within the construction 
industry, presenting case analysis together 
with judgment extracts and practical 
advice on the implications of the findings, 
in a clear and concise format.

The combination of verbatim extracts and practical, 
informed commentary ensures you’re always fully aware 
of the latest legal developments. A comprehensive digest 
of the month’s key judgments, drawn from a wide range 
of sources, Construction Industry Law Letter ensures you 
always have access to the most relevant and important 
information.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to our archive of case summaries, 

commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year

International 
Construction Law 
Review: The Bound 
Volume Series
International Construction 
Law Review has provided indispensable insight on global 
construction issues since 1983. It is the leading authority 
in the field and ensures you have the critical information 
you need, in areas ranging from procurement, project 
partnering, subcontracting and environmental issues 
to trends in dispute resolution and alternatives to the 
FIDIC conditions.

It offers practical advice and guidance on global 
construction law issues that affect you, along with briefs 
on legal and regulatory developments and requirements 
that influence your sector.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Each volume contains comprehensive articles which offer 
expert analysis of the key developments in construction 
law across the globe. Each hardcopy volume consolidates 
all of the articles published within the year.

Hardcopy Hardcopyi-law

Building Law Monthly
Building Law Monthly provides you with 
the facts and analysis of important and 
landmark construction law cases that are 
relevant to you.

Building Law Monthly brings you the 
information you need on construction law 
presented in an easy-to-read format:
u	Cases are clearly explained with highlighted section 

headings, leading you straight to the key issues
u	A clear presentation and layout guides you through 

often complex legal decisions
u	Editorial commentary and analysis draws your 

attention to the key legal developments you need to 
know about

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to a large archive of case summaries, 

commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year

Hardcopyi-law

Follow us on constructionindustrylaw.com and i-law.com

www.constructionindustrylaw.com

Construction Industry Law Letter

Adjudication
Enforcement – Smash and grab adjudications 
– Set off of adjudicator’s decisions
FK Construction Ltd v ISG Retail Ltd [2023] 
EWHC 1042 (TCC) 4833

Procedure
Security for costs where claimant is a Project 
Co SPV in a PFI project
Sheffi eld Teaching Hospital Foundation Trust 
v (1) Hadfi eld Healthcare Partnerships Ltd, 
(2) Kajima Construction (Europe) Ltd, (3) Veolia 
Energy & Utility Services UK plc [2023] EWHC 
644 (TCC) 4839

Adjudication
Enforcement – Part 8 claim in parallel – 
Correct approach where three-stage test at 
para 9.4.5 of the TCC Guide is not directly 
applicable – Adjudicator advising or deciding
Sleaford Building Services Ltd v Isoplus Piping 
Systems Ltd [2023] EWHC 969 (TCC) 4843

May 2023  Adjudication  
   Enforcement – Smash and grab adjudications – Set off of adjudicator’s decisions   

   FK Construction Ltd v ISG Retail Ltd   [2023] EWHC 1042 (TCC)   

  Technology and Construction Court; before Mrs Justice Joanna Smith DBE; 
judgment delivered 5 May 2023  

 The facts 
 On or around 28 September 2021, by way of a bespoke subcontract (“the 
Subcontract”) ISG Retail Ltd (“ISG”) engaged FK Construction Ltd (“FK”) to 
undertake roofi ng and cladding works at a project in Avonmouth in Bristol 
(“Project Barberry”). 

 On 27 September 2022, FK issued Application for Payment 16 (“AFP 16”) in 
the amount of £1.7 million. ISG did not issue a payment notice in respect of 
AFP 16 but did issue a pay less notice on 28 October 2022. No payment was 
made by ISG in relation to AFP 16. FK contended that the pay less notice was 
invalid and on 19 January 2023 issued adjudication proceedings claiming full 
payment of AFP 16. On 27 February 2023, the adjudicator issued his decision 
(“the Wood decision”) determining that AFP 16 was valid, that no payment 
notice has been issued and that ISG’s pay less notice had been issued out of 
time and was therefore invalid. Accordingly, the adjudicator awarded FK the 
full amount claimed. 

 In addition to the Wood decision, there were three other adjudication 
decisions between the parties in relation to Project Barberry. The fi rst was 
issued on 17 November 2022 (“the Shawyer decision”) and determined 
that FK was to be paid £1.4 million in respect of Application for Payment 14 
(“AFP 14”) as ISG’s pay less notice was invalid. The second was issued on 
7 March 2023 (“the Ribbands decision”) and determined that FK was to 
be paid £1.5 million in respect of Application for Payment 13 as ISG’s pay 
less notice was invalid. The third was issued on 14 April 2023 (“the Molloy 
decision”) and determined that the gross valuation of the Subcontract as at 
28 February 2023 was £3.7 million. Taking into account monies already paid 
by ISG to FK this left a further £900,000 to be paid to FK. 

 ISG had issued separate Part 8 proceedings (“the Barberry Part 8 
proceedings”) in respect of the Shawyer decision, seeking a declaration that 
AFP 14 did not constitute a valid payee’s notice or default payment notice 
because it was not a notifi cation given “in accordance with the contract” 
as required by section 110B(4) of the Housing Grants, Construction and 
Regeneration Act 1996 (“the 1996 Act”). The Barberry Part 8 proceedings 
are due to be heard in June 2023 and the parties agreed that the issue in 
those proceedings also applied to the Wood decision. The Ribbands decision 
had been stated to be conditional on the outcome of the Barberry Part 8 
proceedings. 
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      Dispute resolution 
procedure too uncertain 
to be enforced  
In  Kajima Construction Europe (UK) Ltd and Another v Children’s Ark Partnership 
Ltd  [2023] EWCA Civ 292, the Court of Appeal held that a contractual dispute 
resolution procedure which had been agreed between the parties was too 
uncertain to be enforceable, in part because the party said to be bound by the 
outcome of the procedure was not represented in that procedure and had no say 
in its outcome, but also because there was a lack of certainty as to the point in time 
at which the procedure was completed and the parties were free to commence 
court proceedings. The case acts as a reminder of the need to draft dispute 
resolution procedures with care, particularly in the context of potential multi-party 
disputes, and it highlights the risks involved in transposing contract terms from 
one contract to another without working through all of the consequences of doing 
so. But the unenforceability of the dispute resolution procedure did not provide 
the guarantor with a defence to any claim which might be brought against it.  

 The facts 
 In 2004, Brighton and Sussex University Hospital NHS Trust entered into a 
contract with Children’s Ark Partnership Ltd (“CAP”) under which CAP agreed to 
design, build and fi nance the redevelopment of a hospital. On the same day CAP 
engaged Kajima Construction Europe (UK) Ltd (“Kajima Construction”) to design, 
construct and commission the hospital and Kajima Europe Ltd in turn agreed to 
guarantee the due and punctual performance by Kajima Construction of each 
and all of its duties and obligations to CAP under the Construction Contract. 

 In 2017, following the Grenfell Tower fi re, checks were carried out in 
relation to the cladding and fi re-stopping works at the hospital. This led to 
some concerns which were drawn to the attention of Kajima Construction, 
which agreed to carry out remedial works at its own cost, but without any 
admission of liability. The remedial works started in 2018 and were still 
ongoing in 2022 due to the need to minimise the disruption to the operation 
of the hospital. 

 The potential expiry of the limitation period 
 The limitation period under the Construction Contract was 12 years so that the 
expiry date of the limitation period was 2 April 2019 (the Actual Completion 
Date for the works being 2 April 2007). However, the parties entered into a 
standstill agreement on 29 March 2019, the effect of which was to extend the 
limitation period for a further period of two years. The standstill agreement 
provided that it would automatically come to an end after 24 months, but it 
was varied subsequently by the parties with the result that the fi nal expiry 
date agreed by the parties was 29 December 2021. 

May 2023
Volume 40 • Issue 5

1 Dispute resolution procedure 
too uncertain to be enforced

 Kajima Construction Europe (UK) 
Ltd and Another v Children’s 
Ark Partnership Ltd [2023] 
EWCA Civ 292

7 The nature, scope and effect 
of a co-insurance policy

 FM Conway Ltd v The Rugby 
Football Union [2023] EWCA Civ 418

9 Part 8 declarations again
 A & V Building Solutions Ltd v J & B 

Hopkins Ltd [2023] EWCA Civ 54
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Dispute Resolution
Dispute Resolution from i-law

This collection delivers specialist commentary, analysis and practical guidance on all aspects 
of international arbitration alongside case reports from jurisdictions across the world. Written 
by industry experts including Professor Robert Merkin KC, we provide our customers with 
the legal intelligence they need on key judgments and developments in arbitration law and 
practice. We provide the busy practitioner with all the information they need to conduct legal 
research quickly and easily.

Key benefits
u	Combining our comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent 

alerts to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date in addition to having 
access to the historical case commentaries and analysis you need

u	Focused coverage on dispute resolution means that you have access to the most relevant 
and important information to find the right case, comment or analysis

u	Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the case 
summaries, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you

u	Powerful search functionality allows you to search by parties, articles and key subject 
terms so you can find the information you are looking for quickly

For more information please contact Customer Success customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com  
UK Customer Success: +44 20 8052 0560 APAC Customer Success: +65 6973 3570  
Americas Customer Success: +1 212 600 3460
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Arbitration Law Monthly
Arbitration Law Monthly is a specially designed information service that 
provides you with critical and essential analysis of global arbitration 
court decisions.

Covering a wide range of industries including construction, banking, energy, 
gas, insurance, oil and shipping, Arbitration Law Monthly offers you a 
convenient round-up of news, information and analysis in an easy-to-read 
format. Arbitration Law Monthly features a unique collection of cases which are expertly 
analysed to hone in on specific points, to improve your  knowledge and understanding of 
the issues raised.

Arbitration Law Monthly provides you with:
u	Regular updates of global developments in arbitration case law
u	Essential facts from recent judgments
u	Detailed coverage of reported and unreported cases

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an extensive archive dating back to 2000
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year

Arbitration Law
Written by Professor Robert Merkin KC, and regularly cited 
in the English courts as a work of authority, Arbitration Law 
explains the facts of important cases and their implications. 
It will help to ensure efficient and effective arbitrations, 
delivering top quality results to all parties in the dispute.

Arbitration Law provides you with:
u	Regular updates, so unlike an ordinary text book, the content of Arbitration Law will 

change in line with the law, ensuring you are always up to date
u	Coverage of over 3,000 cases – including all case law arising from the Arbitration 

Act 1996
u	A comprehensive global reference guide – including all cases from international 

jurisdictions that have adopted the Model Arbitration Law, providing an 
international viewpoint

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the fully searchable text
u	Updated three times per year

Dispute Resolution
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www.arbitrationlawmonthly.com
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Arbitration Law Monthly

Alternative dispute 
resolution
Binding effect of clause
In Kajima Construction Europe (UK) Ltd and Another v Children’s Ark Partnership 
Ltd [2023] EWCA Civ 292 the Court of Appeal considered whether an alternative 
dispute resolution mechanism was binding in respect of a construction dispute. 
The parties actually settled the dispute before judgment was given, but the 
Court of Appeal felt that it was appropriate to proceed to judgment given the 
arguments by the parties and the importance of the issue.

Kajima: the contractual arrangements
On 10 June 2004 Brighton and Sussex University Hospital NHS Trust 
engaged CAP under a Project Agreement to design, build and finance the 
redevelopment of the Royal Alexandra Hospital for Sick Children in Brighton. 
This was a PFI contract, with an expiry date of 9 June 2034, whereby the Trust 
was to make monthly payments to CAP in respect of the project itself and 
the ongoing maintenance. The Trust could deduct sums from the monthly 
payments on various grounds, including payment for the remedying of any 
defects in the work. 

The Project Agreement provided by clause 12 for the appointment of a 
joint Liaison Committee, each party having three representatives, and chaired 
by one of the Trust’s representatives. The Liaison Committee had a broad 
oversight function as well as a role in the dispute resolution procedure (DRP). 
It was empowered to make recommendations which the parties could in 
their absolute discretion accept or reject. 

The DRP was set out in Schedule 26 to the Project Agreement. This 
provided that “all disputes shall first be referred to the Liaison Committee for 
resolution. Any decision of the Liaison Committee shall be final and binding 
unless the parties otherwise agree”. The Liaison Committee was required to 
seek to resolve a “Construction Dispute” within 10 days, but all other disputes 
could be referred by the parties to mediation or adjudication. Other than in 
an emergency, the Liaison Committee had to give 10 days’ notice before a 
meeting was held. In the absence of resolution, the outstanding dispute was 
to be referred to the High Court.

On the same day, 10 June 2004, CAP engaged Kajima Construction under 
a Construction Contract to design, construct and commission the Hospital. On 
17 October 2013 CAP obtained a Guarantee from Kajima Europe pursuant to 
which Kajima Europe agreed to guarantee the due and punctual performance 
by Kajima Construction of each and all of its duties or obligations to CAP under 
the Construction Contract. 

1. Alternative dispute 
resolution

 Binding effect of clause

3. Challenges to an  
arbitration award

 Jurisdiction, irregularity,  
error of law

7. Jurisdiction
 Meaning of “substantive 

jurisdiction”
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Financial Crime
Financial Crime from i-law

This collection offers case reports, news, analysis and commentary from editors who are 
thought leaders in this field. Dedicated to financial crime and compliance, Financial Crime 
from i-law gives you relevant and timely information on areas including money laundering, 
compliance, risk, fraud, corruption, terrorist financing regulations, sanctions and the Proceeds 
of Crime Act.. Our services in this field are must-read publications for legal practitioners and 
compliance officers, whether handling litigation or mitigating risk.

Key benefits
u	Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent 

alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having 
access to the historical precedents and analysis you need

u	Focused coverage on financial crime and compliance means that you no longer have to 
search through irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis

u	Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases, 
analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
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     FEATURE ❱ UK GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SECTOR 

 Late start – the UK Fraud 
Strategy 

 Delayed by wrangling over whether big tech should have to compensate 
victims of scam content on their platforms – no is the answer – the UK 
government published its Fraud Strategy on 3 May [2023]. [1] The stated 
ambition is narrow and measured – to cut fraud ‘incidents’ by 10% from 
2019 levels by the end of this Parliament, ie, December 2024: based on end 
of December 2019 fi gures [2] that would mean 371,000 fewer offences. 
There is no value reduction goal, in keeping with the focus – expressed in 
the title’s tagline ‘Stopping Scams and Protecting the Public – on consumers, 
rather than business. The estimate for the economic and social costs of fraud 
referenced is UK£6.8 billion, in 2019-20, which relates only to the impact on 
individuals in England and Wales. Back in 2017, notes the National Crime 
Agency [3], the Annual Fraud Indicator valued annual total fraud losses to 
the UK at UK£190 billion, “with the private sector [ie, business] hit hardest, 
losing around UK£140 billion”. The government’s own Economic Crime Survey 
2020 [4], also published on 3 May [2023], found that around one in fi ve (18%) 
businesses in England and Wales had experienced fraud in the previous three 
years. An incidence rate of 3,917 per 1,000 businesses points, it said, to “high 
levels of repeat victimisation; indeed, 46% of businesses that experienced 
fraud had experienced more than one incident”. 

 So, how will the government protect voters, at least, in “the fi rst signifi cant 
investment to address fraud since 2008” [para 37 of the UK Fraud Strategy]? 
UK£100m will go, in part, on building a National Fraud Squad (NFS) of 
investigators, spread across the National Crime Agency (NCA), City of London 
Police (CoLP) and the Regional Organised Crime Units (ROCUs): 300 new 
and existing offi cers are already in post with another 100 to be recruited by 
January 2024, and an additional 100 by 2025. The NFS, working alongside 
the Serious Fraud Offi ce (SFO), is to be forward-facing, proactive in fi nding 
and targeting “the worst offenders domestically and overseas,” essential 
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         Green fi nance: Will 
the new European 
regulations be enough to 
smother allegations of 
ESG-washing?  
By  Louis Fauconnier  
 The European Union (EU) became a signatory of the Paris Agreement in 
2016, which set out the ambitious goal of keeping global warming below 
the threshold of 2°c compared to pre-industrial levels; and the EU vowed 
to shape a greener, fairer, cleaner Europe that would lead the way and 
show an alternative that few people and even fewer countries believed in: 
that de-industrialisation is not needed to transition towards a sustainable 
economy. The EU Green Deal, presented by Ursula von der Leyen in 2019 
and adopted by the European Commission in 2020, proved that the EU, 
which was always seen as a pioneer in the fi ght against climate change 
with a history of bold and innovative legislation, once again had laid out a 
cohesive plan to meet its goals of: (i) reducing its greenhouse gas emission 
by 55% below 1990 levels by 2030; and (ii) becoming a carbon-neutral 
continent by 2050. 

 The Action Plan on Sustainable Finance proposed by the European 
Commission under this EU Green Deal contains a strategy to further connect 
fi nance with sustainability. Ten key actions are set out, divided into three 
categories: (1) reorienting capital fl ows towards a more sustainable economy; 
(2) mainstreaming sustainability into risk management; and (3) fostering 
transparency and long-termism. 

 In this article, the focus will be on analysing whether the EU Green Deal 
action plan on fi nance has the potential to smother once and for all the 
crippling environmental, social and governance (ESG)-washing allegations 
against European fi nancial market participants (FMPs). 

 This article will first focus on understanding what hides behind the 
label ESG, and how the practice of greenwashing found an echo with the 
use of the different “green” labels and ESG criteria. It will then dissect 
the content of the new European regulations, by pursuing a presentation 
of the three main instruments: the European Taxonomy, the Sustainable 
Finance Disclosure Regulation and the Corporate Sustainability 
Disclosure Regulation. 

May 2023
Volume 26 • Issue 4
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Compliance Monitor
Compliance Monitor brings you instructive, yet concise, coverage of the 
latest UK financial services regulatory initiatives and how they affect 
you. Keep on top of these changes, as well as current expectations of the 
authorities and what they mean for your business, via practical analysis 
and guidance on topical compliance issues.

Compliance Monitor keeps you informed about evolving UK and European 
developments, helping you avoid fines and reputational damage to your business.

With access to a complete archive you can track the evolution of compliance regulation 
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u	Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year
u	The financial services fines analytics dashboard is an interactive tool to help you 

visualise and examine enforcement trends, assisting  you to protect your organisation.
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Money Laundering Bulletin
Money Laundering Bulletin brings you the latest analysis of money 
laundering regulation, methods, trends and policing, helping you deter and 
detect the proceeds of crime and avoid AML breaches in your organisation 
and the heavy fines and reputational risk associated with them. The title 
also covers counter-terrorist financing and sanctions compliance issues. 
As Money Laundering Reporting Officers face personal liability in some 
jurisdictions for not operating effective AML controls, it’s critical to manage this risk to 
safeguard your organisation and yourself.

Money Laundering Bulletin is practitioner-led, providing trusted information to all industries 
in the regulated sector, including:
u	Banks
u	Investment and insurance firms
u	Stockbrokers
u	Law firms
u	Accountants
u	Money service businesses
u	Trust and company service providers
u	Estate agents

Money Laundering Bulletin helps you stay up to date with current initiatives and practical 
developments allowing you to develop strategies and tactics to effectively prevent, detect 
and report suspicious activity in your business.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
u	Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year
u	Money laundering and sanctions fines dashboard is an interactive tool tracking 

enforcement actions in major jurisdictions.
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 FEATURE ❱ LEGISLATION   

 The Edinburgh Reforms 
six months on 
  It’s now over six months since the Chancellor announced a package of measures 
to take forward the Government’s vision of an “open, sustainable and 
technologically advanced” fi nancial services sector, as well as to build on the 
reforms proposed in the Financial Services and Markets Bill. So, where are we 
now? Emma Radmore tracks developments since the changes were announced.  

 FSM Bill: Royal Assent before the summer recess 
 We have a Bill that has just become law, along with many discussion and 
consultation papers waiting on responses and/or for regulators to have the 
powers they need to deliver the planned changes. 

 The FSM Bill was introduced into Parliament just before the summer 
recess 2022 and completed its passage through the House of Commons 
before Christmas. Momentum then slowed. The ‘Committee’ stage of line-
by-line debate in the Lords started at the end of January and lasted for 
ten sessions, spread over two months. Over two months later, the Report 
stage began. However, just as it seemed unlikely the Bill would complete 
its Parliamentary journey before the summer, it speeded up again. Very few 
changes made by the Lords were rejected by the Commons and, in turn, 

1 The Edinburgh Reforms six 
months on

 Where are we now?
4 News
8 Understanding compensation 

for pension transfers – hail 
DISP App 4

 Some clarity on a “brutally 
complex” subject

15 MiCA milestone – EU adopts 
crypto regulatory framework

 A single set of rules for the 
European Union

18 Report fi nds whistleblowers 
have little confi dence in FCA

 Overall dissatisfaction rate of 71%
21 Renewed focus on market 

abuse controls
 Getting the risk assessment right
22 The FCA Business Plan – power 

to the people?
 Or, at least, the priority
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Money Laundering Bulletin

1 Whack-a-mule

 ‘Something for nothing’ – an 
(almost) irresistible offer?

4 News
7 Threshold concepts in 

fi nancial crime prevention

 Beyond compliance

11 Entry points – onboarding 
angles

 Questions for the professional 
sceptic

13 Tried, tested, intractable? – 
three typologies

 If it ain’t broke, repeat with 
variation

15 In from the cold – Iceland

 The road to FATF ratings recovery

ONLINE ONLY
FinCrime Curator – June 2023
Worthwhile recent audio recordings

 FEATURE ❱ TYPOLOGIES 

 Whack-a-mule 
  Cost of living pressures, an easy opportunity to make a quick buck, ignorance or 
wilful blindness, and the advent of cryptocurrency – the conditions are set for 
money mule herding at scale, internationally… to go on, and on. Keith Nuthall 
reports on crowd-laundering.  

 The use of money mules moving criminal proceeds worldwide continues 
to grow, with law enforcement, fi nancial institutions and researchers 
highlighting the problem. In the UK, 31,979 money mule cases were recorded 
in 2017; rising to 40,129 in 2018; 42,900 in 2019; and 40,353 in 2020; 
according to 2022 research published in the International Journal of Business 
and Economy. [1] 

 Any which way  
 Mules will move money by cash, crypto and standard electronic banking, and 
in that regard, more mule accounts are being discovered by banks, judging 
by a UK-based Lloyds Bank paper released last October [2022]: it said a 
‘mule-hunting team’ had, since 2018, “uncovered more than 130,000 mule 
accounts and stopped UK£91.7 million [US$114 million] from falling into the 
hands of fraudsters...” [2] 

 European Union (EU) police agency Europol, judicial network Eurojust, 
with Interpol, the European Banking Federation (EBF) and 25 national 
law enforcement agencies reported last December [2022] that in joint 
operations, running from September to November 2022, they identifi ed 
8,755 money mules and 222 money mule recruiters, arresting 2,469 
people worldwide –1,648 criminal investigations were initiated; 4,089 
illicit transactions identifi ed; and €17.5 million intercepted. Participating 
countries were Australia, Austria, Britain, Bulgaria, Colombia, Cyprus, the 
Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Singapore, Hong Kong, Ireland, 

July/August 2023
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Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance
Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance contains the full archive of 
insurance and reinsurance cases dating back to 1991. 
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major reinsurance disputes, from first instance to appeal 
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Insurance & Reinsurance 

Liability Risk & Insurance
Liability, Risk & Insurance ensures you 
are fully aware of developments which 
will have an impact on your business 
and the interests of your clients. It will 
keep you up-to-date on events which you 
need to know about if you are to be sure 
of delivering the right solutions, and if you are to stay 
informed on trends in regulation and in the courts.

Every month, our expert editors follow events in your 
market, and tell you what the latest developments mean 
for you to keep you informed and up to speed. You will 
be updated on all the developing areas of liability, such 
as tobacco, asbestos, environmental, occupational risks, 
medical and professional perils.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of news and 

commentaries dating back to 2000
u	Issues delivered 12 times a year

Hardcopyi-law

The Law of Insurance Contracts
Edited by Margaret Hemsworth, The 
Law of Insurance Contracts is widely 
regarded as the primary reference 
source that practitioners turn to for 
detailed, authoritative solutions to any 
insurance contract problems that arise. 
Covering all the latest judgments from 
the courts, this looseleaf is the best way of ensuring 
that you are armed with all the facts and information 
you need.

The Law of Insurance Contracts provides 
you with:
u	An exhaustive guide to insurance contract law, 

containing the answers to your day-to-day questions
u	Coverage of all aspects of insurance contracts from 

proposal to termination of cover
u	Additional cases from other common law countries 

which highlight and anticipate trends
u	Discussion of contentious issues to ensure you stay  

in the know

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the fully searchable text
u Three updates per year

Hardcopyi-law

Insurance Law Monthly
Written by Professor Robert Merkin KC, 
Insurance Law Monthly brings you the 
crucial facts from key judgments and 
legislative activity. The clear presentation 
and layout guides you through complex 
cases and legislation, allowing you to go 
straight to the main issues. Including commentary on key 
cases plus updates regarding, new regulations as well as 
current legislation, Insurance Law Monthly keeps you up-
to-date with the developing law and legal issues.

Insurance Law Monthly enables readers to ensure their 
business is aware of current case law and developments, 
as well as the latest litigation hazards. This one reference 
source includes all relevant information, reducing time 
spent on legal research and the need for using law firms 
in some instances.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an extensive archive of case 

summaries, commentary and analysis dating back 
to 2000

u	Issues delivered 12 times a year

Hardcopyi-law

Editor
Professor Rob Merkin KC

Professor of Law, University of Reading  
Special Counsel, Duncan Cotterill

Editor, Lloyd’s Law Reports
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1. Liability insurance 
 Contractors’ liability  

2. Life insurance  
 Nature of premium obligation

3. Trade credit insurance
 Subrogation and the allocation 

of recoveries

5. Directors and officers 
insurance

 Classifying claims

6. Liability insurance
 The construction of a welding 

exclusion

Liability insurance
Contractors’ liability 
A short but important point on the interpretation of an exclusion for damage 
to contract works in a contractors’ liability policy came before Jackman J in the 
Federal Court of Australia in Prestige Form Group NSW Pty Ltd v QBE European 
Operations plc [2023] FCA 749. The court ruled that the exclusion was not 
confined to the assured’s own contract works. 

Prestige: the facts
Prestige carried on the business of formwork contracting, which consisted 
of the provision of moulds into which concrete was poured for use in the 
erection of construction projects. On 24 February 2022 Prestige entered into a 
subcontract with Richard Crookes Constructions Pty Ltd (RCC) for the provision 
of formwork and associated works in connection with a construction project 
being carried out by RCC in Oran Park, to the south-west of Sydney. 

On around 29 July 2022 Prestige competed the formwork for Basement 1, 
the basement above Basement 2 on the bottom level. On 1 August 2022 
the formwork failed while concrete was being poured into it by a third-party 
contractor engaged by RCC. The result was that the concrete slab held by the 
formwork collapsed onto the ground below. That constituted damage to “the 
works”, and on 17 August 2022 RCC informed Prestige that it was liable to 
indemnify RCC for any loss, expense, cost and/or damage incurred in connection 
with it. On 19 September 2022 RCC wrote to Prestige, seeking payment of the 
sum of $2,087,278.03, a figure raised to $2,727,392.18 on 7 November 2022.

The insurance 
Prestige was insured by QBE under a “Qanta Contractors Liability Policy 
Insurance Wording Version 1.1”, together with a “Schedule of Insurance”. 
The period of insurance was from 2 February 2022 to 2 February 2023 and 
the limit of liability was $20 million. Under the insuring clause, QBE was to 
indemnify Prestige for all sums which Prestige became legally liable to pay as 
compensation for, amongst other things, property damage.

There were numerous exclusions. The most important was Exclusion 6, 
which removed “liability in respect of damage to property which consists of 
or forms part of the Contract Works”. There were also exclusions for damage 
to Prestige’s own products (Exclusion 7), correction or improvement of faulty 
workmanship (Exclusion 11) and damage to property in the physical or legal 
control of the insured (Exclusion 19). 

The term “Contract Works” was defined as meaning “engineering, 
construction, electrical or mechanical, installation or erection works, including 
formwork, hoardings, temporary buildings or works, scaffolding, principal 
supplied or free issue materials, materials for incorporation in the works and 
additions, alterations, refurbishing or overhaul of pre-existing property”.

Ensure you receive the latest updates 
from Insurance Law Monthly
If you use www.insurancelawmonthly.com 
to access Insurance Law Monthly, go to “My 

Account”, select “Email Alert Subcriptions” and 
confirm you wish to receive the updates.

If you use www.i-law.com to access  
Insurance Law Monthly, access “Email Alerts”  
from the i-law.com menu, and select the title  

from the list of Publication Alerts.

If you need help signing up to your email alert, 
our Customer Success team will be happy to 

assist. Contact us: 
EMEA office: +44 (0)20 8052 0560

APAC office: +65 6973 3570
USA office: +1 212 600 3460

customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com
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 Government not to 
proceed with Bill of Rights 
 So it has fi nally been laid to rest, with few bemoaning its demise. The UK 
government has decided not to proceed with its controversial Bill of Rights. The 
Lord Chancellor Alex Chalk confi rmed the decision in the House of Commons. He 
was asked: “Will the Lord Chancellor confi rm that it remains the government’s 
intention to update and modernise our human rights law as necessary, but to 
do so while fi rmly remaining in adherence to the convention on human rights?” 

 In response, Chalk said: “Yes, that is correct. Having carefully considered the 
government’s legislative programme in the round, I can inform the House that 
we have decided not to proceed with the Bill of Rights but the government 
remain committed to a human rights framework that is up to date, fi t for 
purpose and works for the British people.” 

 He added: “We have taken and are taking action to address specifi c issues 
with the Human Rights Act 1998 and the European convention, including 
through the Illegal Migration Bill, the Victims and Prisoners Bill, the Overseas 
Operations (Service Personnel and Veterans) Act 2021 and the Northern Ireland 
Troubles (Legacy and Reconciliation) Bill, the last of which addressed vexatious 
claims against veterans and the armed forces. It is right that we recalibrate and 
rebalance our constitution over time, and that process continues.” 

 Move welcomed 
 The move was widely welcomed, or as  The Times  put it: “There are unlikely to 
be any mourners – except Dominic Raab – over the death of the government’s 
planned UK Bill of Rights.” 

 Raab himself told  The Times : “It is disappointing to see this major 
Conservative reform, which can strengthen freedom of speech and help us 
deport more foreign criminals, dropped from the Government’s agenda … All 
the wrong people will celebrate.” 

 But in reality, the Bill, dubbed the Rights Removal Bill by its critics because 
it sought to repeal and replace the Human Rights Act 1998, was unpopular 
and had been dropped and resurrected a number of times since it was fi rst 
published in June 2022. 

 Nick Vineall, chair of the Bar Council, said: “The Bar Council welcomes the 
formal confi rmation from the Lord Chancellor that the Bill of Rights Bill will not 
proceed. The bill risked undermining the rule of law and the UK’s international 
reputation, so we are pleased the draft legislation has been scrapped. However, 
the Bar Council remains concerned that similar proposals could be added to other 
pieces of legislation. The Human Rights Act should apply across the board with 
no ifs and buts and no special exceptions. The whole point of fundamental rights 
is that they are the rights we extend even to those people who we disapprove of.” 

 Sacha Deshmukh, Amnesty International UK’s chief executive, said: “It 
is welcome that the government is fi nally seeing sense and scrapping the 
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Insurance & Reinsurance

Insurance Broking Practice 
and the Law
Insurance Broking Practice and 
the Law covers not only insurance 
and regulatory issues but also 
tax, insolvency, competition, data 
protection and employment issues 
relevant to brokers. It addresses current market reforms 
and their impact on brokers, as well as wide-ranging 
changes in the regulatory field for the insurance industry.

Insurance Broking Practice and the Law 
provides you with:
u	Expert commercial and legal advice, covering all your 

day-to-day broking problems
u	Practical guidance to ensure you are able to comply 

with regulatory developments
u	An accessible and dependable reference source, 

designed to address liability issues in the market
u	An invaluable risk management tool

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the fully searchable text
u Updated twice per year

Hardcopyi-law

Professional Negligence and 
Liability
Edited by Mark Simpson KC, Professional 
Negligence and Liability brings you 
step-by-step guidance and analysis 
on all the legal and practical issues 
associated with professional negligence, 
making it an essential part of your 
library. Professional Negligence and Liability will keep 
you informed of all the latest developments and court 
judgments. It provides practical assistance to everyone 
involved in professional negligence litigation whether as a 
claimant, defendant, legal adviser or insurer.

Professional Negligence and Liability 
provides you with:
u	26 chapters covering a wide range of professions
u	Over 80 expert contributors, including 27 KCs
u	Coverage of over 5,000 cases

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to the fully searchable text
u	Updated twice per year

Hardcopyi-law
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Competition

Competition Law Insight
Competition Law Insight alerts you to the latest regulatory and case 
law developments on subjects including abuse of dominance, vertical 
restraints, state aid, gun-jumping, price gauging and mergers, whilst also 
covering overlapping policy areas that are helping to shape the framework 
of antitrust law and policy.

Competition Law Insight gives you:
u	Key developments in competition law policy in a single reference source
u	Alerts about new thinking among rule makers
u	Commentary and analysis written by leading lawyers and academics working in the 

competition law field

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive dating back to 2006
u	Regularly updated news and analysis available online
u	Monthly CLI inBrief news service to keep you up to date with all the latest developments
u	Issues delivered 12 times a year

HardcopyOnline

www.competitionlawinsight.com

Competition Law Insight

Follow us on competitionlawinsight.com
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Editor
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Ensure you receive the latest updates 
from Competition Law Insight

If you use www.competitionlawinsight.com
to access Competition Law Insight, go to “My 

Account”, select “Email Alert Subscriptions” and 
confi rm you wish to receive the updates.

If you need help signing up to your email alert, 
our Customer Success team will be happy to

assist. Contact us:
EMEA: +44 (0)20 8052 0560 

APAC (Singapore): +65 6973 3570 
Americas: +1 212 600 3460

customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com

    The antitrust David 
and Goliath 
 The  ValueLicensing v Microsoft  case has all the hallmarks of an antitrust David 
and Goliath battle. In one corner we have ValueLicensing, a plucky Derby-
based fi rm with current annual revenues of £1.5 million and in the other, 
Microsoft with revenues of $207 billion. 

 ValueLicensing is arguing before the UK Competition Appeal Tribunal that 
Microsoft has drained the market of pre-owned perpetual software licences 
for business customers. It says that Microsoft’s behaviour involved the 
imposition of illegal restrictive clauses. ValueLicensing further alleges that 
Microsoft’s actions also constitute an abuse of dominance. The UK company 
is claiming damages of £270 million. 

 The legal root of this claim fl ows from a decision of the Court of Justice 
of the European Union (CJEU) in 2012. In C-128/11,  UsedSoft GmbH v 
Oracle International,  the court established that software licences could be 
resold. It held that such licences could be resold as long as they were for 
an unlimited period, they were fully paid for and were placed on the market 
within the EEA. This case law decision is retained EU law and continues to 
apply in the UK. 

 ValueLicensing believes that from around 2016, Microsoft sought to stifl e 
sales of pre-owned perpetual licences because they competed with its own 
offering of Microsoft 365 cloud-based software subscriptions for enterprise 
customers. ValueLicensing built its business by sourcing available second-
hand perpetual licences from organisations that had gone bankrupt and 
from those no longer requiring their perpetual licences when they migrated 
to cloud subscriptions. 

 In seeking to get to the bottom of why the supply of second-hand licences 
was drying up, ValueLicensing documented examples in which companies 
migrating to cloud refused to sell their old licences to it, after Microsoft told 
them their new cloud subscription discount was contingent upon retaining 
their old licences. 

 The core allegation of ValueLicensing is that Microsoft sought to stifle 
the sales of pre-owned licences via a number of tactics. Principally, when 
Microsoft was pushing its more profitable subscription model, it offered 
discounts to customers who agreed not to resell their pre-existing 
licences. These discounts were underpinned by non-disclosure and no 
resale clauses. 

 If ValueLicensing’s action can be sustained, the damages it is claiming 
for its own losses are just the tip of the iceberg. The size of the wider 
pre-owned licences market, if it had not been stifl ed, for the UK and the 
EU, is estimated at somewhere between £23–£46 billion. Even the most 
conservative end of this estimation could trigger a Pandora’s box of 
further claims. 

For more information please contact Customer Success customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com  
UK Customer Success: +44 20 8052 0560 APAC Customer Success: +65 6973 3570  
Americas Customer Success: +1 212 600 3460
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Medical

Medical Law Reports
Medical Law Reports is the most authoritative set of law reports on major 
medico-legal cases. The editorial team from Serjeants’ Inn Chambers, led 
by General Editor Ranald Davidson, Barrister bring you the most influential 
appellate decisions, and noteworthy first-instance decisions on cases of 
clinical negligence.

Coverage also includes Court of Protection and mental capacity cases and 
those concerning human rights in the context of medical and clinical law.

Medical Law Reports provide:
u	Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of a 

case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
u	Knowledgeable editors providing expert case selections from foreign jurisdictions as 

well as English law
u	Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to 

support your argument

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive dating back to 1989
u	Case reports delivered 10 times a year
u	Medical Law Reports Plus service, providing online-first access to the latest case reports
u	Annual hardcopy bound volume providing a permanent archive of all cases published 

over a 12-month period

Hardcopyi-law
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subscribers. The following case reports will be listed on i-law.com.
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Medical

Medical Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
Medical Law Reports is the essential resource for lawyers 
in the medical field. Areas covered include: medical 
negligence, medical ethics, mental health decisions and 
disciplinary proceedings.

Comment and analysis puts these decisions into context and highlights what they really 
mean in practice. Focusing on the most influential appellate decisions and noteworthy 
first-instance decisions, Medical Law Reports has covered key cases, and contentious 
issues in the medical field since 1989. It is an invaluable reference tool for barristers, 
solicitors, personal injury specialists and insurers, NHS and healthcare providers as well as 
regulatory bodies and central and local government.

Make sure your legal library is complete
Each volume contains full, verbatim judgments that can be cited in court, and will also 
help you to understand at once the way a judge has decided and its implications for 
future (and previous) decisions. Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported within 
the year, providing a permanent hardcopy archive.

Personal Injury Compensation
Personal Injury Compensation offers commentary, analysis and practical 
guidance through examination of case law, legislation and policy relating 
to personal injury and connected torts. You can easily research and track 
influential cases, together with major debates surrounding employers’ 
liability, insurance claims, clinical negligence and road traffic accidents.

Personal Injury Compensation breaks down lengthy rulings, examines key 
cases and briefs you on all the latest implications which will impact on your personal 
injury work. This is an essential resource for those advancing and defending personal 
injury claims, as well as insurers and claims managers, and legal professionals engaged in 
small claims litigation.

Your subscription includes:
u	Online access to an archive of articles, commentary and analysis
u	Issues delivered 10 times a year

Hardcopyi-lawHardcopy
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    Recent Supreme Court 
decision 
The Supreme Court has dismissed an appeal involving a challenge to a 
direction by a coroner that an expanded conclusion was not required in a case 
concerning the death of a vulnerable adult in February 2017. The ruling confi rms 
the approach taken in  R (Morahan) v HM Assistant Coroner for West London 
[2022] EWCA Civ 1410; [2023] Med LR 1 and offers additional clarity about 
the application of art 2 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
in inquests involving issues in healthcare.

   R (Maguire) v His Majesty’s Senior Coroner for Blackpool and Fylde and 
Another    [2023] UKSC 20  
 This case concerns the conduct of an inquest into the death in hospital of 
Jacqueline Maguire (Jackie), aged 52, on 22 February 2017 from pneumonia, 
a perforated gastric ulcer and peritonitis, the relevance in these circumstances 
of art 2 of the ECHR. The claim for judicial review of the verdict was brought 
by Jackie’s mother, Muriel Maguire. Jackie’s brother, Kenneth Maguire, 
participated in the proceedings as an interested party. 

  The facts of the case  
 Jackie had Down’s syndrome, and she had been living for some time in a care 
home for adults in need of round-the-clock supervision. She was subject to 
a standard authorisation for deprivation of liberty under the Mental Capacity 
Act 2005. Jackie had been suffering unpleasant symptoms including stomach 
pains, for a few weeks before her death. On 21 February 2017, she began 
to experience fi ts, so the care home staff called an ambulance. However, 
when the ambulance arrived, Jackie refused to go to hospital. The ambulance 
paramedics assessed her condition and obtained advice from an out-of-hours 
general practitioner (GP) who told them that although it was desirable for 
Jackie to attend hospital, her condition was not suffi ciently serious to override 
her wishes and force her to go. 

 Jackie collapsed again the next morning, as her condition had continued to 
deteriorate, and another ambulance was called. Although she was admitted to 
hospital, it was too late to treat her effectively. She was found to be severely 
dehydrated, and she had kidney failure and metabolic acidosis. She was 
diagnosed with a severe infection, and soon after admission, she suffered a 
fatal cardiac arrest. A post-mortem examination recorded her cause of death 
as pneumonia and a perforated gastric ulcer leading to peritonitis. 

 An inquest into Jackie’s death was opened by the coroner on 3 August 
2017. In the proceedings before the Supreme Court, the specifi c question to be 
determined was whether, in the circumstances surrounding Jackie’s death, the 
effect of art 2 of the ECHR was that the coroner was required to direct the jury 
at the inquest to return an “expanded verdict” in accordance with s5(2) of the 
Coroners and Justice Act 2009. That verdict would have involved a commentary 
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Tax & Finance
Tax & Finance from i-law

Delivering you accurate and timely information on tax policy and case law our intelligence can 
be relied on when advising their clients and protecting your business interests. Covering topics 
including international accounting standards development, audit, sustainability, trusts and 
estates and agricultural tax planning, Tax and Finance from i-law provides a comprehensive 
archive of practical knowledge in a fully connected and searchable format.

Key benefits
u	Combining vast archives to support extensive research with frequent alerting to the latest 

developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having access to the historical 
commentary and analysis you need

u	Focused coverage on tax and finance means that you no longer have to search through 
irrelevant information to find the right insight, comment or analysis

u	Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the 
articles, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you

u	Powerful search functionality allows you to find the information you are looking for quickly

For more information please contact Customer Success customersuccess@lloydslistintelligence.com  
UK Customer Success: +44 20 8052 0560 APAC Customer Success: +65 6973 3570  
Americas Customer Success: +1 212 600 3460
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Farm Tax Brief
Farm Tax Brief is a specially designed information service that will provide you 
with concise, practical guidance on the financial and legal issues that affect 
owners of rural land and property. The unique combination of expert analysis 
of judgments, practical articles and tax planning advice will bring immediate 
benefits to you in terms of time saved, and to your clients in terms of the most 
informed advice offered.

Whether the issue is passing on a farm, or farmland, or the applicability of Business 
Property Relief, Farm Tax Brief digests the latest developments and presents them in a 
meaningful and relevant manner, keeping you abreast of the most significant industry 
moves which may affect your business.

Farm Tax Brief provides:
u	Practical tax planning and legal advice relating to agricultural businesses and 

partnerships
u	All important developments in legislation, case law and revenue practice
u	Essential reading for professionals who need up-to-date information about agricultural 

law and taxation

Hardcopyi-law

Follow us on farmtaxbrief.com

www.farmtaxbrief.com
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1 From the editor
1 Topic of the month
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considerations

3 From the tribunals
Charities, business and the problems of 
achieving zero-rating on “building”
Lee: The follow-up – tax planning around 
farm residences

6 Briefi ng
Farming heritage assets in the context of 
full succession planning
Are market gardens, nursery and garden 
centres agriculture, and what is the 
overall tax treatment?
Full expenses replaces super-deduction for 
farm limited companies

  From the editor  
 Previous editions of FTB have focused on the tax position of the farming 
woodland, so this July issue considers the subject in detail as the “Topic of 
the month”. The results of the consultation on “farming for the environment” 
will be featured in future but the questions it raises have been touched 
on here. “From the tribunals” continues the 50-year anniversary of VAT by 
highlighting the very interesting and “headline grabbing” case of a charity not 
being allowed to recover VAT on buildings for a wildlife park. There is also a 
follow-up on the  Lee  case, which featured in “From the tribunals” last month, 
and tax planning around farm residences, which ties in with the topic of the 
month and the importance of succession planning. This issue also includes 
briefi ngs on farming heritage assets as well as considering whether market 
gardens, nurseries and garden centres are “agriculture” and the overall tax 
treatment thereof. Finally, it considers the loss of the super-deduction and 
the introduction of full expensing as a replacement.  

   Topic of the month  
  Woodlands and wetlands: Taxation 
considerations  
 Following on from the Briefi ng on the tax consequences of planting trees in 
a development contract (see FTB, April 2023) and the recent Upper Tribunal 
(UT) decision concerning whether woodland qualifi es as residential property 
for Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT), this article considers woodlands in the round. 
Tax reliefs on woodlands are very favourable but the woodlands must be 
commercial to maximise relief. This can be in all areas of woodland tax and 
this issue integrates these concerns with the taxation of carbon credits (see 
FTB, April 2022). 

  SDLT – mixed usage  
 In January 2023, the  How Developments 1 Ltd  case concerning whether 
woodland area was part of “the grounds” of a property and therefore “residential 
property” for the purposes of SDLT was heard by the UT. Readers wishing to revisit 
the First-tier Tribunal (FTT)’s judgment on this case should see FTB, November 
2021; along with coverage on mixed-use claims on farms in February 2023. 

 As a reminder, the facts of the case were that The How Development 1 Ltd 
(“How Ltd”) was a property developer that bought “The How” for £2.8 million. 
This property comprised 15.7 acres of land, the main house, the lodge house, 
outbuildings, areas formerly used as market gardens, orchards, further gardens 
and grounds and a wooded area of about two acres forming a boundary with 
a river. Initially the SDLT return was completed on the basis that the property 
was residential but a refund of £204,000 was later sought on the basis that 
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Murphy  in the 
Court of Appeal 
  Is the credit for UK Income Tax paid 
by non-uk resident trustees subject 
to a time limit?  
By  Tomos Rees

 Generally, the trustees of discretionary trusts are liable to pay Income 
Tax on trust income. If a distribution is made from a UK resident trust to 
a benefi ciary, then a credit may be applied for the tax already paid by the 
trustees pursuant to sections 493–498 of the Income Tax Act 2007 in order 
to avoid double taxation of the income both when received by the trustee and 
when distributed to the benefi ciary. 

 If the trust is not UK resident, the position has for the past 45 years or so 
been governed by ESC B18, an extra-statutory concession issued by HMRC. 
It appears that the courts and tribunals had not been called on to interpret 
ESC B18 until 2021 when, in  Murphy v Revenue and Customs  [2021] EWHC 
1914 (Admin), the High Court determined that the UK benefi ciaries of non-UK 
trusts could not claim a credit if the income on which tax had been paid arose 
more than six years before the year of assessment. In May 2023, the Court 
of Appeal allowed the benefi ciaries’ appeal and held that there was no such 
time limit ([2023] EWCA Civ 497). 

  Legal background  
 ESC B18 is an extra-statutory concession issued by HMRC that enables a UK 
resident benefi ciary of a non-resident trust to claim a credit for UK Income 
Tax which the trustees have paid on income subsequently distributed to 
the benefi ciary. 

 The background to ESC B18 was originally section 16 of the Finance 
Act 1973 (FA 1973), which imposed an additional rate of Income Tax on 
the income of discretionary trusts which was to be accumulated or which 
was payable at the discretion of the trustees or any other person. The 
effect of section 16 alone was to tax income received by benefi ciaries 
of discretionary trusts twice: once when received by the trustee (at the 
additional rate) and then again when distributed to the benefi ciary 
(at the benefi ciary’s marginal rate). 

 Section 17 of FA 1973 therefore set out a credit mechanism which treated 
the payment to the benefi ciaries as a net sum after notional deduction of 
tax at the basic and additional rates. That mechanism applied to UK or non-
UK income and to UK resident and non-UK resident benefi ciaries, but only 
applied to income received by UK resident trustees. It did not, therefore, apply 
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  Editorial  
 This month’s edition of WAR features articles on some of the IASB’s key 
projects. One of these is Primary Financial Statements (PFS), which is 
potentially reaching its conclusion, although the board has yet to decide 
whether to consult on the decisions that it has taken. If it were to decide 
against publishing an exposure draft, a new standard would be published. 
Possibly because of the risk that decisions that the board has taken in 
redeliberating its earlier proposals could soon become set in stone as 
requirements, the project is attracting attention. In particular, there has 
been some concern from the insurance industry that the share of net 
income from associates and joint ventures that are accounted for using 
the equity method will be excluded from operating profi ts under the new 
formats for income statements that companies will have to use for their 
reporting. Some insurers currently report the net income from equity 
accounting for associates and joint ventures within their operating profi ts 
as they view it as investment income used to meet insurance obligations 
Thus, they are concerned that the change could generate a mismatch 
between reported income and related expenses. The IASB discussed this 
issue in May 2023, and one board member commented that the insurance 
industry did not understand why income from a direct investment in real 
estate would be reported in operating profi ts while income from an indirect 
investment would be reported as investment income. Nonetheless, the 
board decided to retain its earlier decision on this matter because investors 
and analysts consider that this change is one of the main benefi ts that the 
PFS project as a whole will deliver. There will be some options available 
to insurers, which are affected by the new requirements, to help mitigate 
their effect. 

 The board also discussed impairment testing of goodwill and it seems 
likely to conclude that it cannot enhance the effectiveness of the existing 
testing although this is widely considered to be fl awed. Stakeholders broadly 
have mixed views about this area; some agree with the board, while others 
believe that some improvement could be possible. The issue for the IASB 
is that views about what to do are mixed and there is no overwhelming 
support for any one potential solution. Nonetheless, impairment testing 
as a whole is an area that is under the spotlight as the issue of stranded 
assets attracts more attention in the press and from investors. The board also 
discussed the similarities and differences between its exposure draft for the 
management commentary practice statement and the Integrated Reporting 
(IR) Framework. Overall, there was much emphasis on the fact that a report 
produced by following the IR Framework would be similar to that produced 
by following the proposals in the exposure draft, although the two underlying 
documents are structured and worded very differently. The discussion was 
timely as it preceded a conference on integrated reporting in Frankfurt, and 
the board’s annual conference in London. There will be reports on the key 
news from these events next month.       
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